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Forward Looking Statement
This presentation contains "forward-looking statements" that reflect the 
company's current expectations about its future plans and performance.  These 
forward-looking statements rely on a number of assumptions and estimates that 
could be inaccurate and which are subject to risks and uncertainties.  Factors 
that could cause the company's actual results to vary materially from those 
anticipated or expressed in any forward-looking statement include, among other 
things, (1) the impact of strong competitive responses to the company's efforts to 
leverage its brand power in the market; (2) the risks associated with trade and 
consumer acceptance of the company's initiatives; (3) the company's ability to 
realize projected cost savings and benefits; (4) the impact of fluctuations in the 
supply or costs of energy and raw and packaging materials; (5) the impact of 
changes in currency exchange rates, tax rates, interest rates, inflation rates, 
debt and equity markets, economic conditions and other external factors; and 
(6) the other factors described in the company's most recent Form 10-K and 
subsequent SEC filings. The company disclaims any obligation or intent to 
update any forward-looking statement in order to reflect new information, future 
events or other circumstances.
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Non-GAAP Measures
This presentation includes certain “non-GAAP”
measures as defined by SEC rules.  As required by 
the SEC, we have provided a reconciliation of those 
measures to the most directly comparable GAAP 
measures, which is shown at the end of your 
handout and is posted on our investor website 
at www.campbellsoupcompany.com.
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Campbell has been through 30 recessions
Period

1869 – 1874
1875 – 1899
1900 – 1924
1925 – 1949
1950 – 1974
1975 – 1999
2000 – Date

No.
2
6
7
5
5
3
2

30
Source: NBER 12/01/08
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Campbell remains optimistic about our ability 
to compete and to win
• Positive news on costs and revenues
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Campbell remains optimistic about our ability 
to compete and to win
• Positive news on costs and revenues

• Consumers increasingly finding our soups’ good value

• Two-thirds of our portfolio registered strong sales gains

• The economic squeeze is having a negative impact on 
customer buying patterns

– Retailers keeping significantly lower inventories

We continue to believe that we will weather 
this storm as well, if not better than most
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great strengths

• World leading soup business

• Very strong financial profile
Today
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Agenda focus – two of three Campbell’s 
great strengths

• World leading soup business

• Very strong financial profile

• Organization and management team

• Balance of our portfolio

Today

Another
Occasion
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Agenda
1. Campbell’s soup business

– U.S.

– International

– Emerging Markets

2. Financial Perspective

3. Summary

4. Q & A
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Presentation will not touch on 
second quarter and first half results

Agenda
1. Campbell’s soup business

– U.S.

– International

– Emerging Markets

2. Financial Perspective

3. Summary

4. Q & A
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Campbell’s Seven Core Strategies
1. Expand our icon brands within simple meals, baked snacks and 

healthy beverages
2. Trade consumers up to higher levels of satisfaction centering on

wellness, quality and convenience
3. Make our products more broadly available in existing and new 

markets
4. Strengthen our business through outside partnerships and 

acquisitions
5. Increase margins by improving price realization and company-wide 

productivity
6. Improve overall organizational excellence, diversity, engagement

and innovation
7. Advance a powerful commitment to sustainability and corporate 

social responsibility
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We intend to pursue the potential we see 
in alliances
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We intend to pursue the potential we see 
in alliances

• We also see considerable potential for 
profitable growth from strategic acquisitions
– Fold-in
– Fill-in
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Campbell’s Seven Core Strategies
1. Expand our icon brands within simple meals, baked snacks and 

healthy beverages
2. Trade consumers up to higher levels of satisfaction centering on

wellness, quality and convenience
3. Make our products more broadly available in existing and new 

markets
4. Strengthen our business through outside partnerships and 

acquisitions
5. Increase margins by improving price realization and company-wide 

productivity
6. Improve overall organizational excellence, diversity, engagement

and innovation
7. Advance a powerful commitment to sustainability and corporate 

social responsibility
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Some of our largest customers are 
increasingly challenging their suppliers
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Soup everywhere is central to 
Campbell's results
• Focus on soup positions Campbell better than most 

companies 

• Soup is Campbell's greatest strength 

• Soup is arguably the number one simple meal in the world

• Soup is a major culinary feature of virtually every culture in 
the world

• Soup is nutritious

Soup is one of the most affordable foods
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Campbell is clearly the worldwide leader 
in soup  
• We know the soup business inside and out  

• We have profitable market leading soup brands 

• We have scale

• We have a strong management team 

• We have world class consumer insights  

• We have all the necessary advanced product and 
manufacturing technologies  

• We have the financial resources 

Campbell is extraordinarily well positioned 
for decades of advantaged growth 
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World Soup 
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There are enormous growth opportunities 
to exploit

6%6%
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% of Total 
World Soup 

Consumption

Russia & China
56%56%

There are enormous growth opportunities 
to exploit

% of Total 
World Soup 

Consumption

70%70%6%6%

% of Total
World Soup 

Consumption
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1. Campbell’s soup business
– U.S.

– International

– Emerging Markets

2. Financial Perspective

3. Summary

4. Q & A

Agenda
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In the U.S. we have a formidable soup 
business with huge earnings power
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Campbell’s condensed soups now in over  
80 million households

• $1 billion + franchise at retail

• Millions of consumers under 
serious financial pressure

• General trend to more 
cooking at home

• Consumers looking for real 
value in food purchases

Condensed soup is a 
profitable category for 

the retailers
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Campbell’s condensed soups are ideally 
positioned to meet consumers’ needs
• Extremely loyal following

• 45mm households bought
Campbell’s condensed
soups in Q1

• Reclaiming position as 
ultimate affordable 
nourishing simple meal
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Campbell’s Kitchen website
• Up almost 50% in 2008

• 2 million “hits” a month
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Campbell’s Kitchen website
• Up almost 50% in 2008

• 2 million “hits” a month

Very significant growth opportunity
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Consumers are rediscovering Campbell’s 
condensed soups as the quintessential value food

• Easy on the pocket book

• Provides great nourishment

• We have added substantial value
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Added substantial value to Campbell’s 
condensed soups

• Improved wellness profile

• Improved quality

• Improved convenience

• Improved shoppability
– 20,000 stores
– 75% of A.C.V.
– 80% of A.C.V. in FY’09
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We continue to extend this shelving system to 
our convenience and ready-to-serve products

Considerable potential:  Less than 20% of the A.C.V.
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Over past 5 years average cost of a bowl of Campbell’s 
condensed soup has only increased 9 cents

+$0.09 +$1.50

15 X



We have been capitalizing on our unique 
value proposition
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Condensed “Value” Commercials
Value Tomato 30 seconds
Value Cooking 30 seconds
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Our initiatives are paying off handsomely
• Sales of condensed soups increased by 14% in Q1 

with both eating and cooking varieties up double digits
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Our initiatives are paying off handsomely
• Sales of condensed soups increased by 14% in Q1

• Three icons rarely outside top ten

• FY’10 75th anniversary for Campbell’s Chicken 
Noodle and Campbell’s Cream of Mushroom soups

• Earnings from Campbell’s condensed soups in Q1 
were also up double digits
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We have strategically 
invested these earnings 

gains to improve our 
competitive position for the 

longer term across our 
entire U.S. soup business
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wellness theme across the portfolio
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– Reduced sodium net sales $500 million in 2008

– Up dramatically from just over $50 million five years ago
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Our investments have shared a common 
wellness theme across the portfolio
• Significant source of sales and earnings

– Reduced sodium net sales $500 million in 2008

– Up dramatically from just over $50 million five years ago

• Campbell’s low and reduced sodium soups represent 
15% of retail sales of all low and reduced sodium food 
products sold in the U.S.A.
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Initiative #1: We invested in restaging Campbell’s Select with 
lower sodium natural sea salt as Campbell’s Select Harvest

• Meets “Heart Healthy”
sodium levels of 480 
milligrams per serving

• Strengthened nutritional 
profile

• “Real ingredients for real 
taste”
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Select Harvest Commercial
“Blindfold”
30 seconds
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Initiative #1: We invested in restaging Campbell’s Select with 
lower sodium natural sea salt as Campbell’s Select Harvest

• Meets “Heart Healthy”
sodium levels of 480 
milligrams per serving

• Strengthened nutritional 
profile

• “Real ingredients for real 
taste”

• Target is women 35 or older
– More than 40 varieties

– 9 “Light” under 80 calories
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“I just wanted to call you guys and 
give you a thumbs up on your new 
Select Harvest soups that you guys 
have; the Light.  They’re awesome! 
They’re delicious.”

Rep: “Well, I’ll be sure to pass that 
along.  Is there any particular soups 
you like?”

“All of them. Between my husband 
and I we’ve tried them all.  There’s 
probably like six or seven, but they’re delicious; they’re really, really good.  
And, you know, low calorie and the taste is amazing.  So, make more.  
Yeah, we’ve had a lot stuff that’s, you know, low cal and things and it’s just 
not… very cardboard-tasting, just doesn’t have a lot of flavor and this has a 
lot of natural, you know, vegetables in it and it’s not that much of, you 
know, chemicals and things like that; I mean just the natural preservatives 
type of thing that you have to have in there.  But it’s very, very tasty and 
very filling and very good.”

Version 15, February 10, 2009:  After ELT 4th Rehearsal February 10, 2009
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Select Harvest is off to a very strong start

• Best performing new soup brand; exceeding projections
• 30% gain in points of distribution
• 3 million new households purchased Select Harvest in 

Q1; now approaching 5 million
Consumers perceive Select Harvest to be “better 

value for money” than Campbell’s Select
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Initiative #2: We invested in launching all 
natural Swanson Stock

• Lower sodium than Swanson 
broth

• New innovative and attractive 
package
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Initiative #2: We invested in launching all 
natural Swanson Stock

• Lower sodium than Swanson  
broth

• New innovative and attractive 
package

• Trial and repeat are meeting 
expectations

• Incrementality is higher than 
expected

• Household penetration for the
Swanson brand improved

A successful launch on which 
we will continue to build
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Swanson Stock Commercial
“Lecture”

30 seconds
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Initiative #3: We invested in relaunching premium aseptic 
Campbell’s Select Gold Label as Campbell’s V8 soup

• Launch gone well
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Initiative #3: We invested in relaunching premium aseptic 
Campbell’s Select Gold Label as Campbell’s V8 soup

• Launch gone well
• Full serving of vegetables

– Much stronger consumer proposition
– Increased A.C.V. to over 80%
– Added significant incremental volume
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V8 Soup Commercial
“Variety”

30 seconds
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Initiative #4: We invested in continuing to  
to lower sodium in our kids’ soups

• Replaced current versions with lower 
sodium versions at “Heart Healthy” level

• 79 soups at the “Heart Healthy” level
• Removed MSG from all kids’ soups
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U.S. Soup plans in FY’10: Continued focus on 
“wellness” imperative
• Sodium reduction

• Nutrition

– Elimination of negatives

– Addition of positives

– Great taste

• New varieties
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U.S. Soup plans in FY’10: Continued focus on 
“wellness” imperative
• Sodium reduction

• Nutrition

– Elimination of negatives

– Addition of positives

– Great taste

• New varieties
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Wellness and sodium reduction plans: 
Campbell’s Tomato Soup

Today, almost 25 million consumers eat
Campbell’s Tomato Soup at least once a week

First Sold 1897 1960’s Today
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Wellness and sodium reduction plans: 
Campbell’s Tomato Soup
• In 2010, we are planning to replace our current 

variety with a new, 32% lower sodium version

• Consumer testing has fully validated this move

• New breakthrough technologies

• Filed for patent protection to improve 
competitive insulation
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Wellness and sodium reduction plans: Restage 
all 25 varieties of Campbell’s Healthy Request

• Replace reduced sodium line with even lower sodium varieties
• Convert some varieties to whole grain pasta

The American Heart Association will certify all these 
Healthy Request products as heart healthy food
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Wellness and sodium reduction plans: Replace 
Campbell’s V8 soups with lower sodium varieties

480 milligrams per serving
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Wellness and sodium reduction plans: 
Overall picture for FY’10
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U.S. Soup Portfolio
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Wellness and sodium reduction plans: 
Overall picture for FY’10

U.S. Soup Portfolio
(Net Sales)

Above
700 mgs/
serving

50%

Above
700 mgs/
serving

50%

“Heart Healthy”
480 mgs/
serving

30%

“Heart Healthy”
480 mgs/
serving

30%

480-700mgs/
serving

20%
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Nutrition and the inclusion of positives: 
Complete restage of Campbell’s Chunky soups

• Heartier and healthier
• Enhanced vegetable and 

protein content
• Upgrades drive significant 

incremental purchases
• Consumers inclined to 

increase their purchases
• Lapsed users show renewed 

purchase interest

High expectations for this 
strengthened positioning
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• Upgrade top 5 varieties
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Nutrition and the inclusion of positives: 
Select Harvest

• Broaden the line with the launch of new all natural 
varieties 

• Some Light versions with 80 calories per serving

• Upgrade top 5 varieties
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We are planning to expand Wolfgang Puck 
organic soups

• Recently acquired soup business

• Long term license for the 
trademark

• Considerable growth potential
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Nutrition

• Take out preservatives and artificial 
flavors from top selling items

• “All natural” claims
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Nutrition

• Take out preservatives and artificial 
flavors from top selling items

• “All natural” claims

• Five varieties in Light versions

• 80 calories per serving

• Same great taste
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Campbell’s soup portfolio: Nutritional portfolio
• Nutritional content

– 30% Full Serving of vegetables

– 36% at 80 calories per serving or lower

– 50% No M.S.G.

• Many soups will have more than one of these
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Campbell’s soup portfolio: Nutritional portfolio
• Nutritional content

– 30% Full Serving of vegetables

– 36% at 80 calories per serving or lower

– 50% No M.S.G.

• Many soups will have more than one of these

Campbell has come a long way 
in listening to and addressing the

vital needs of our consumers
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1. Campbell’s soup business

– U.S.

– International

– Emerging Markets

2. Financial Perspective

3. Summary

4. Q & A

Agenda
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double digits
• Growth accelerating
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International: Australia

• Market leader
• Robust category, growing 

double digits
• Growth accelerating
• Campbell’s soup and broth 

sales outpaced the category

• Strong wellness program
• Met National Heart Foundation 

guidelines
• Earned coveted “tick” of approval
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International: Australia cont’d

• New products will keep our 
business growing

• Healthy varieties of Country Ladle
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Australia Commercial
“Warm Tinny”

30 seconds
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International: Campbell is the market leader 
in soup in Canada

• Market leader by a factor of five

• Soup is 70% of net sales and 
earnings
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International: Campbell is the market leader 
in soup in Canada

• Market leader by a factor of five

• Soup is 70% of net sales and 
earnings

• Soup is a growth business
• Wellness soups important 

contributor to growth
• New products/launches include

Campbell’s Healthy Request bowls
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International: Europe
• Large, profitable and growing 

soup businesses

• Total net sales approached 
$370 million

• Three strategies
– Focus

– Streamline

– Grow
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International: Europe – three strategies
• Continue to divest under performing businesses

– UK
– Ireland
– Lesieur

• Close Gerwisch plant
• Consolidating brand manufacturing in Lubeck
• Realigned our European organization

• Concentrating on market leading regional brands
– Excellent growth potential
– Growing demand for commercial soup

• We have the leading local brands

Focus

Streamline

Grow
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France No.1 No.1
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International: Europe – Leading local brands

France No.1 No.1

No.1 No.1Germany

No.1 No.1Belgium
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Consumers are seeking products that respond to their 
wellness concerns, while also offering convenience, high 
quality and good value

Strong record of innovation in Europe
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1. Campbell’s soup business

– U.S.

– International

– Emerging Markets
• Positioning Campbell for decades

of advantaged growth

2. Financial Perspective

3. Summary

4. Q & A

Agenda
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Emerging Markets: Offer attractive long-term 
prospects for profitable growth

• The world’s two largest soup markets
• We have the know-how to introduce Campbell’s products
• Confident we can do this profitably over time

• The world’s two largest soup markets
• We have the know-how to introduce Campbell’s products
• Confident we can do this profitably over time
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Emerging Markets: Our best estimates indicate that at 
least 700,000 consumers have already tried our soups

China Russia
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Emerging Markets: China

• Started in Guangdong 
province

• Expanded into Shanghai
– Represents 60% of the 

entire U.S. soup market

– Just one city!
Guangdong

Shanghai
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China – Shanghai
Promotion Video

45 seconds
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Emerging Markets: Russia
• In Moscow

• Encouraged by consumer response

• Well advanced in developing additional soup products
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Emerging Markets: We recognize that 
changes to our plans are always possible

• Remain flexible

• Prepared to recalibrate plans

• Consumer impact modest in 
terms of soup consumption
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• $0.10/share in FY’09
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Emerging Markets: Continuing to build 
our capabilities

• $0.10/share in FY’09

• Trial and repeat growing steadily

• Spending investment dollars on 
building our market presence

– Refining and testing our products

– Creating brand awareness

– Ensuring our manufacturing, 
marketing, sales and distribution 
strategies are sound

Believe we can do this in a paced way
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Campbell’s worldwide soup operations: 
Summary
1. Campbell’s portfolio is focused on just three categories; 

an advantage that allows us to concentrate our resources
2. Campbell is the largest soup manufacturer in the world; 

through focus and innovation we intend to keep it that way
3. Campbell is in a very strong position to satisfy consumers 

and customers in this economic downturn
4. Campbell will continue to lead in product innovation in soup
5. Campbell will continue to support its soup businesses 

with appropriately competitive levels of advertising and 
consumer support

6. Campbell will continue to invest in soup in a responsible way 
balancing immediate needs for growth
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1. Campbell’s soup business

– U.S.

– International

– Emerging Markets

2. Financial Perspective

3. Summary

4. Q & A

Agenda
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Campbell is financially a very strong and 
advantaged company
• Well placed to grow key brands in economic downturns

• Strong worldwide soup business

• Ultimate affordable nourishing simple meal

• Financial strength attributable to focused portfolio 
recently sharpened by well timed divestitures
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Campbell’s financial strengths:
Cash from operations is very strong
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Campbell’s financial strengths:
Adjusted interest coverage
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Campbell’s financial strengths: 
Adjusted ROIC
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Campbell’s financial strengths: 
Adjusted EBIT margins
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Campbell’s financial strengths vs. 
peer food companies
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Campbell’s financial strengths vs. 
peer food companies
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Campbell’s U.S. rates are below the U.K. and 
other economically challenged countries
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Campbell’s financial strengths vs. 
peer food companies

Total Shareholder Return Calendar 2003-2008
5 Years ending December 26, 2008
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Campbell’s recent issue of $300mm, 10 year bond 
with a 4.5% coupon testifies to its financial strength
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Campbell’s financial strengths
• Dividend payout is reliable

– Without interruption for more than 50 years

• Debt ratings by S&P and Moody’s reflect our financial 
strengths

– Long term debt: A/A2

– Short term debt: A1/P1

• Short term ratings have been critical in managing liquidity

– No difficulties in funding working capital
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Areas where we are seeing material impact 
from the crisis
• Run up in commodity prices

– Hedging contracts locked in prices this year

– Commodities declined steeply

– Contracts are “out of the money”

– A $26 million pre-tax accounting charge
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Areas where we are seeing material impact 
from the crisis
• Run up in commodity prices

• Translation risk

– $325 million of earnings

– Do not hedge this risk

– Disclosed potential exchange loss at rates at end of Q1

• Pension funding and pension expenses FY’10

– Cost will be determined by market movements

– Likely to be significant
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Economic and credit crisis summary
• Campbell is managing through the impact 

reasonably well; liquidity and credit access no problem

• Benefited from earlier actions to slim down portfolio

– Focused on core geographies

– Focused on three core categories

Confident of our ability to continue to grow 
our businesses in each of our markets over time
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Finance Themes
• Economic and credit crisis

• Campbell’s Supply Chain

• SAP project
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Margin improvement
1. Work through significant negative impact of run up 

in commodities

2. Reap full year benefits of pricing last September

3. Taken additional steps to reduce overhead

4. Cost enablers are back-end loaded

5. Inflation will moderate

6. Wellness products are accretive to gross margin
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Supply Chain improvements are a 
continuous pursuit
• Averaged nearly $120 million a year in enabler savings

– Almost 3% of cost of goods sold

– Expecting to be ahead of this figure this year
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Supply Chain improvements are a 
continuous pursuit
• Averaged nearly $120 million a year in enabler savings

– Almost 3% of cost of goods sold

– Expecting to be ahead of this figure this year

– Principal source of savings

• Factory closures

• Improved procurement practices

• Network optimization and streamlined logistics

• Continuous improvement practices

Increased agility across our Supply Chain will serve us well
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• Averaged nearly $120 million a year in enabler savings
• Greatly improved our manufacturing plant infrastructure

Supply Chain improvements are a 
continuous pursuit
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• Averaged nearly $120 million a year in enabler savings
• Greatly improved our manufacturing plant infrastructure
• Significantly improved manufacturing quality

Supply Chain improvements are a 
continuous pursuit
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• Averaged nearly $120 million a year in enabler savings
• Greatly improved our manufacturing plant infrastructure
• Significantly improved manufacturing quality
• Increased manufacturing productivity
• Lowered our finished goods inventories

– 6.0 weeks in 2004 to 5.2 weeks in 2008
– Improved service to our trade partners
– Good progress; more to do

Supply Chain improvements are a 
continuous pursuit
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• Averaged nearly $120 million a year in enabler savings
• Greatly improved our manufacturing plant infrastructure
• Significantly improved manufacturing quality
• Increased manufacturing productivity
• Lowered our finished goods inventories
• Made significant progress in employee safety

– Reduced lost time injury rate every year
– 30% of the level 5 years ago
– Well ahead of food industry average

Supply Chain improvements are a 
continuous pursuit
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• Averaged nearly $120 million a year in enabler savings
• Greatly improved our manufacturing plant infrastructure
• Significantly improved manufacturing quality
• Increased manufacturing productivity
• Lowered our finished goods inventories
• Made significant progress in employee safety

Supply Chain improvements are a 
continuous pursuit

We have excellent momentum in improving our 
Supply Chain and, as we continue the good work, 

our margins will reap the benefit
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Finance Themes
• Economic and credit crisis

• Campbell’s Supply Chain

• SAP project
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SAP Update
• Well advanced in our implementation plans

– Begun in 2006

– 2008 implemented SAP in 13 U.S. locations

– Finish our North American roll out next month
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SAP Update
• Well advanced in our implementation plans

– Begun in 2006

– 2008 implemented SAP in 13 U.S. locations

– Finish our North American roll out next month

• Overall SAP program has gone very smoothly

– On time and largely on budget

– Start to capture growing financial benefits
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Finance perspective: Summary
1. Campbell’s finances are very sound
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Finance perspective: Summary
1. Campbell’s finances are very sound

2. Working through dislocations this year due to 
commodities and adverse foreign exchange

3. Improvements in Campbell’s Supply Chain will continue 
to be a significant contributor to margin improvement

4. Pleased with our progress on SAP and will now start to 
harvest the expected benefits
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1. Campbell’s soup business

– U.S.

– International

– Emerging Markets

2. Financial Perspective

3. Summary

4. Q & A

Agenda
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Key takeaways
1. Campbell is well positioned to continue growing 

despite the economic uncertainties
– Portfolio focused
– Products meet every day consumer needs
– Soup is the ultimate affordable nourishing simple meal
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Key takeaways
1. Campbell is well positioned to continue growing 

despite the economic uncertainties

2. Campbell has funded strong innovation programs
– Principally around wellness
– Focus on soup
– Strong innovation planned for our other categories

• U.S.
• International
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2. Campbell has funded strong innovation programs

3. Campbell has substantial financial strengths
– Continue to serve us well
– Allow us to pursue new growth opportunities
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Key takeaways
1. Campbell is well positioned to continue growing 

despite the economic uncertainties

2. Campbell has funded strong innovation programs

3. Campbell has substantial financial strengths

4. Campbell’s investment in building its soup 
businesses in China and Russia will pay increasing 
dividends
– Pursue these markets in a smart way
– Optimize our prospects for the future…
– …without compromising our ability to deliver 

very competitive returns in the present
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